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Abstract. The community structure is one of the most universal and important attributes of
complex network, and the community division research of complex network is to reasonably divide
the community structure practically existed in the complex network. Apply the thought and
theoretical method of supernetwork into the community division research of complex network.
Aiming at the deficiencies of present GN algorithm, combining theoretical method of
standardization centricity from the perspective of supernetwork, a kind of new community division
algorithm of complex network is constructed, and the new algorithm is verified and analyzed
through the example. The experimental result reveals that the new algorithm is improved and
perfected to some extent in the division result compared with GN algorithm.
Introduction
The complex network is one of the present most important cross-discipline research fields [1-3].
Paralleling with worldlet [1], scale free [2] and other features, the community structure is one of the
most important attributes of complex network [3]. The community division research of complex
network is to reasonably divide the community structure practically existed in the complex network.
It is of great importance and value to analyze the topological structure of complex network,
understand the functions of complex network, discover the concealed rules of complex network and
predict the complex network behaviors [4].
Though many community division methods of complex network are proposed at present, it is
still a problem that has not been solved well for how to further improving the community division
precision, especially how to divide the structure of network communities more reasonably under the
premise that the quantity of network communities is unknown[4]. For this point, it proposes to
adopt the thought and method of supernetwork for the research in this paper. When Nagurney was
managing the blending network, the network superior to the existing network was called as the
“supernetwork” and the meaning of supernetwork became clear. The academician Wang Zhongtuo
and professor Wang Zhiping further proposed the features of supernetwork. At present, the
researches of supernetwork mainly include the research based on variational inequality, which
transfers the multi-hierarchy and multi-criteria balance model of supernetwork to optimization
problem, and then is solved by evolution of variational inequality. The research based on system
science mainly comprehensively and partially research on the supernetwork, including research of
relation among networks in supernetwork, research of inter-network relationship with the network
and the research of overall performance. The work in this paper is mainly inspired and helped in
this aspect. The research based on supergraph is considered to be another relatively important
research direction.
Algorithm Research
GN algorithm is a kind of splitting algorithm. Compared with other methods, GN algorithm
can be called as a kind of classical community division algorithm, it often can get comparatively
good result after matching with the modularity of Q , and the limiting conditions of GN algorithm
are few with high adaptability and wide application. However, after research, recently it reveals that
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there are some deficiencies for such algorithm in the aspect of precision. The division classification
of GN algorithm for connected even points, errors often occur and the division result is not ideal,
including the wrong division of node 3 when dividing the Zachary karate club network. Zachary
karate club network is a common used classical test network in the fields of complex network and
social network analyses. Wayne Zachary spent several a few years observing the social relations
among members of a karate club in a university and constructed the social network of the members
of the club. The network includes 34 nodes, each node represents a member of the club and the lines
connecting the nodes represent the friend relationship between two members. During the
investigation, due to dispute between the supervisor and the coach, the club broke up into two small
communities centered on these two people. As a true social network, the network is commonly used
for testing the precision and effectiveness of community division method.

Fig.1 Division of GN Algorithm on Zachary Network

Fig.1 is the division result of GN algorithm on the network of Zachary karate club, and thereinto
the node 3 is wrongly divided in the left community, which is inconsistent with the actual situation.
The degree centrality algorithm is currently a kind of key method to test the importance of the
network node. Individuals with higher degree centrality also play an important role in this group or
network. The formula is as shown below, thereinto the formula (1) is the absolute figure, i.e.
totaling the correlation coefficient of one individual. Formula (2) is the normalized value, i.e. divide
it by the maximum possible correlation coefficient of the individual in the network for the
convenience of comparison among different networks.
(1)
CD=
(ni ) d=
(ni ) ∑=
X ij ∑ X ji
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d (ni )
C 'D (ni ) =
g −1

j

(2)

X ji

is the numerical value of 0 or 1, and it represents whether the individual j is related with
the individual i 。 g is the individual number in one network [23,13]. The basic process of the new
algorithm is below:
Given the network G = (V , E ) , thereinto the node v is any node in the network, i.e. v ∈ V ;the
connecting line e is any connecting line in the network, i.e. e ∈ E . Define the object network that is
to managed initially from the perspective of supernetwork as full network GS , GS = (V , E ) , and
define the community after division as sub-network GZ , GZ = (VZ , EZ ) , and GZ ⊆ GS .
(1) Step 1: calculate the quantity of the shortest path B (e) passing each line in the network,
B (e) =

∑

vi ≠ v j ∈V

nij (e) , and nij (e) represents the quantity including the line e in the shortest path

among nodes vi , v j ∈ V .
(2) Step 2: find the line with the most quantity of passing the shortest path and remove it from
the network, and respectively record the vertex of the removed line as per the different Q value of
the corresponding modularity, i.e. generate the set VQ of vertexes of the lines among the
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corresponding communities as per different Q value of the modularity.
(3) Step 3: repeat step two till each node is a degraded community. Then select the
community division result with local peak of modularity Q for analysis. Analyze whether the
vertex vQ of connecting line among communities in the selected result is in conformity with the
connecting line equalization of each connected community, and define the node with equal
connecting line of each connected community as equal node v jd , i.e. judge whether vQ ∈ V jd is
supported at this time.
(4) Step 4: in
SC 'D (vQ ) =

d S (vQ )
gS −1

case

that

vQ ∈ V jd ,

compare

the

standardization

of the full network with the standardization centrality Z a C 'D (vQ ) =

centrality
dGZa (vQ )
gGZa − 1

of

the sub-network within the community ( vQ ∈ GZa at the moment) . In case that standardization
centrality of the full network is bigger than the standardization centrality of the sub-network within
the community, i.e. SC 'D (vQ ) > Z a C 'D (vQ ) . Turn to step 5, or end it.
(5) Step 5: duplicate the node vQ into other communities with the selected division results,
calculate the standardization centrality Z 'x C 'D (vQ ) =

dGZx + vQ (vQ )
（ x ≠ a ）of the sub-network within
gGZx + vQ − 1

in the new community, compare Z 'x C 'D (vQ ) with the standardization centrality SC 'D (vQ ) of the
full network, and find the result that is bigger than the standardization centrality of the full network
and with the maximum value. The corresponding division result at the moment is the desired result.
Verification And Analysis
Firstly take the Zachary karate club network as one example for verification and analysis, and
it can get the result that the node 3 meets the condition vQ ∈ V jd through the first three steps in this
paper, i.e. the quantity of the connecting lines of node 3 with the connecting two communities in the
left and right and both are 5. In step 4, the calculation and analysis of the standardization centrality
of the node 3 are made from the perspective of supernetwork, the result of full network
standardization centrality is as shown in Fig. 2, and the result of sub-network standardization
centrality is as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2

Degree Centrality of Nodes in Full Network
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Fig. 3 Node Degree Centrality of the Left Community
d (3)
=0.30303, Z 0CD (3) =5,
We can see from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 that SCD (3) =10, SC 'D (3) = S
gS −1
dG (3)
=0.27778, i.e. it is in conformity with the conditions of SC 'D (3) > Z 0C 'D (3) . In
Z 0C 'D (3) = Z 0
gGZ 0 − 1
step 5, duplicate the node 3 into other sub-networks other than the belonged sub-network, i.e.
duplicate the node 3 into the right community in Fig. 1, calculate the sub-network standardization
centrality in the new community, and the result is as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4

Degree Centrality of the Right Community after Introducing Node 3
d (3)
We can see from Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 that SCD (3) =10， SC 'D (3) = S
=0.30303， Z1CD (3) =5，
gS −1
dGZ 1 +3 (3)
=0.33333, and it is in conformity with the conditions that
Z '1 C 'D (3) =
gGZ 1 +3 − 1

Z 'x C 'D (vQ ) > SC 'D (vQ ) and the value is the maximum. In other words, according to the algorithm
herein, for the current network, it will be more suitable if incorporating the node 3 into the right
sub-network. The division result of the karate club network by the algorithm in this paper is as
shown below and it is in conformity with the actual situation of the Zachary network.

Fig. 5 Division of Zachary Network by the Algorithm in This Paper
Conclusions
It applies the supernetwork thought, theory and method of supernetwork into the community
division research of complex network, Aiming at some deficiencies of the present algorithm, a kind
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of community division algorithm of complex network based on supernetwork perspective is
constructed, and the verification and analysis are made. The experimental result reveals that
compared with GN algorithm, the new algorithm has been improved and perfected in the division
result. Our current work is relatively rough, and we hope the experts and peers give more guidance
and help.
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